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"In Sleator's richly imagined fictional therapy of {the clinical world's chaos theory} the unusual
attractors are humans from a parallel universe. . . . Max, a teenage technology student, is
compelled to develop into their unwilling ally. . . . Sleator's marriage of chaos concept and the
conventions of time trip is an inventive literary conceit fantastically executed".--School Library
Journal.

Sleator really good in glossy stories of virtually menacing urgency, within which his (rather
blank) first-person narrators relate a uncomplicated speculative premise unfolding through a
logical domino effect. An instance will be his underrated THE DUPLICATE, during which a
young person clones himself basically to come across the duplicate's personal agenda, which
comprises successive Strange Attractors duplicates, and the lowering caliber of reproduction.
Like these of Borges, his narratives are usually mathematically encouraged - but, as YA fiction,
remain at the obtainable part of mind-boggling.In unusual ATTRACTORS Sleator adeptly
explores the linear difficulties of time travel, incorporating theories of ways platforms are drawn
into chaos, with results depending on preliminary sensitivities (AKA "the butterfly effect"). The
magic of Sleator's procedure is that he interprets those recommendations into page-turners
within which Strange Attractors speculative common sense unfolds in tandem with relatable
younger grownup emotions. So, in unusual ATTRACTORS the "strange attractors" drawing
linear timelines into chaos are an "attractive" lady and her father who're trade models of
individuals the narrator encounters within the present, with an time table to cast off the opposite
set of selves utilizing the houses of a "phaser" which could ship gadgets from side to side in
time. Strange Attractors Sleator is really good in contemplating not just linear problems, yet
these of geography and position, in time travel. His prose kind cuts to the chase and he is not
afraid to finish on a suspenseful note. a pleasing read, a section cerebral, yet loads of fun, a
superb instance of what YA fiction can achieve.
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